Sennheiser G3 EW100
Scan For A Clear Frequency

1. Turn on both the transmitter & receiver
2. Briefly press SET on receiver to access menus. Using the arrow up and down keys on face of receiver search for EASY SETUP. Briefly press SET.
3. Using arrow up and down keys look for SCAN NEW LIST. Briefly press SET. The receiver will scan for open frequencies and create a bank listing the available frequencies, press SET. You are now at the first available frequency. Press SET to store. Use arrow up and down keys to find EXIT. Press SET. Search for EXIT again and press SET. Sync this frequency with transmitter (see next section)
4. For multiple systems repeat these 3 steps one system at a time.

Synchronizing a Transmitter with a Receiver

1. Turn on both the transmitter & receiver.
2. Briefly press SET on receiver to access menus. Using the arrow up and down keys on face of receiver search for SYNC. Briefly press SET.
3. Hold the transmitter & receiver next to each other, with the infrared windows facing each other. When you see the “checkmark”, they are synced.